Multiplier Account Guidelines

As a Presidential Diamond, you can build an additional leg by establishing a new account called Multiplier 1 (M1). This account is enrolled and sponsored by your original Presidential Diamond account (PD1) position. The M1 leg increases your organizational width and payout. It also allows double compensation for both the PD1 and M1 on the M1 Unilevel, reaching down to the eighth level of the PD1 organization every month the PD1 qualifies.

REQUIREMENTS
- M1 account must be a new and separate taxable entity, such as an LLC.
- M1 leg cannot at any time be a qualifying leg for your PD1 account.
- Both PD1 and M1 accounts require a 100 PV+ LRP monthly order to qualify for the Power of 3 Bonus.
- Any frontline, personally enrolled PD1 leg, not needed for rank qualification and not currently (within the last six months) qualifying above Gold, can be moved to your M1 account frontline.
  - Legs cannot be stacked under each other nor restructured.
  - Legs moved from PD1 to M1 frontline maintain existing structure.
- M1 compensation is only paid when the PD1 account qualifies as a Presidential Diamond.

BENEFITS
- M1 leg allows you to be paid twice on your M1 team Unilevel commissions because the M1 and PD1 accounts both get paid their own level of Unilevel.
- Enrollership of an M1 frontline, qualifying leg can be transferred back and forth between your PD1 account as needed for Presidential Diamond qualifications on a month-to-month basis. Contact Placements before the last day of the month to request as needed.
- Any frontline, personally enrolled PD1 leg, that is not needed for rank qualification and not currently (within the last six months) qualifying above Gold, can be moved to the front line of your M1 account.

TIMING
- Although you can establish a Multiplier account upon reaching the rank of Presidential Diamond for the first time, it is best to wait until your PD1 is consistently qualifying as a Presidential Diamond for a number of months (e.g. six months).

ADDITIONAL MULTIPLIER ACCOUNTS
- When an M1 account reaches the rank of Presidential Diamond, you can establish yet another account called Multiplier 2 (M2). This positioning allows triple compensation for the PD1, M1, and M2 on the M2 Unilevel, reaching down to the ninth level of the PD1 organization each month the PD1 and M1 qualify using their own six Platinum legs.
- This multiplier effect can continue and be repeated as long as the necessary Platinum legs are added.

When breaking out a new, M1 enrolled Silver for the first time, change the account enrollership for that month to your PD1 account to receive the one-time bonus (until the M1 account reaches the rank of Presidential Diamond and qualifies on its own).
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